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. ABSTRACT
Perspectives concerning the nevi to reform high

school and college curricula and college admission standards are
considered. Unil the early 19a0s, most U.S. colleges offered a
treditional curriculum in the lower division, with emphasis on
certain skills, such as writing end arithmetic reasoning, and also on
communicating certain basic cultural values. Beginning about 1960,
the traditional curriculum was displaced by the general education
curriculum, which allowed students to choose within broad rubrics
xhat kind of competence they'wouid develop in college. There was a
general roactior :ainsfmathematics and science, and foreign
language require. Ate disappeared in many schools. The core
curriculum movement, which,was.influenced by developments at Harvard
University, concentrates on-specific and discrete skills that can be
measured in reliable ways. The assumption is that the kirst year of
study should be basically remedial, after which students should reech
a level of competence that will allow them to advance to a complex
second-year p -ogra* that,prepares studdnts for a major program. There
is a direct connection between this kind of curriculum and the
efforts to reform the higi school curriculum. The Southern Regional
Education Board's views on the need for quality are presented in
excerpts from "The Need for Quality," and the College Board's Project
EQuality is described. The Board is trying to redefine the core
academic competencies that ought to be taught in high school and
construct an academic curriculum to prepare students for college.
Additionally, the following concerns of legislators are discussed:
higher education's role in improving t'ae quality of high schools; and
the validity of scholastic aptitude test scores. SW)
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RaisingAcadernic Expectations

Reforming the School-College Curriculum
by John T. Casteen Ill

(This edition of Regional Spotlight features a major excerpt from a presentation to the 1981 SREB Legislative
Work Conference 1w Dr Casteen. who is deun of admissions at the Caiversitc of Virginia and an associate
professor of English He discusses the need to raise academic standards and performum e in both the high
school and college curriculum I

For many of us who have worked during the foist
det ride to preserve «illege preParator mint Mum in
our public sc hook, 1981 has come to seem a 1)01111 al
light at what we hope is the end of the tunnel The
nation has known since 1976. when the College
Board disclosed the St holistic Aptitude Test tSNI
score decline. that something v. as ainis., 11' our
schools that students nowadm s do not typical! \
read. reason verbally, or do anthmeto as hell as
students did in the mul-1960s

School people hat e been espet hall atat into to
had this development, w hose existence has he n
documented since 1976 in itulent e other than SAT
St ores. mot !ding tt ith drops to st 11(10i PlIf011 !Lents
with tightening public budgets, anti with rising pub-
lic doubts about s( hook and about the value of
schoolinp,

['or several reason:,. 1981 is an unpoi tant veal Out
of the reasons is that the Southern Regional FAite a-
lion Board (SREI3) ISSUIP:i the report of us Task Eon I '

on I ligher Ulu anon and the St hook. entitled the
Need for Qualkly- Although disarnungLy brief, the
document recommends F.oine 25 at tune, to help
problems that affln t our region s st hook

The SREB Task Force's factual findings are wit
and Ito met persuasive l'het man h IA hat I hee.e
learned in my' work with our tif 11001s and colleges,
and the recommendations are eminently sensible in
sum, the report seems to me to mark the beginning of
a new awareness of the cause:, 101 our se hoots' de-
( line, and a quoin' blueprint for it non that Iles
within the means, financial and eosin:_ ationai, of 1. Ulu
ally any state, t ()liege, or school board

My work deals most closely with the issues
described in the report's recommendation, on high
school and college cum( silo .,,nd on admissions
standards. The c orriculum problems are basically
ttose of defining coherent curriculum, making sure

'PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAb BEEN GRANTED BY

( urricul um den% ers measurable results, and seJing to
it that those results have seine immediate bearing on
the kind of hie that we want young people to purse
in this country. The concern about reforming cut rit u
!um today grows out of a sense that is now wide-
spread in education that the culut ational system in
this country has not worked very t'a'll suit e about
1965, and that thrt time has come to undertake some
basic changes with an PVC toward improving the
quality of what we do

Recent Curricular History
It is no ()incident e, my opinion. that this de-

( hoe began in the !cud- and late-1(0)0s w hen re-
formers ..timo_an «I that edit at.on w as no longer
rele,:ant to the real world The assertion was made
that basic courses in rtiathematu s. tin sr tn( es, do
sot lid st lent es, foreign languages, and in other areas
had Ill ',("1110 WrIV t oninhutf,d to VV. hat ',OP!) OS
Amen( a's moral decline As you know , the reforms
were in the _lirw.t mn of greater f 110U f' for students
and of few ei courses in the core skills The result of
these changes began to be seen as early as 1967 in a
measurtible de( line in the 1.:tiptilahm-C, hosts «ifhpe
ten«. in reading, writing. and anthmetn

It may be us.elui reallie that devclopment
( urrli ilium rex P,3411! hate been f-VS'efirl'it acid not
random l'ntil the earls Sixties, most American coif
loges offered a traditional clam ulum in the lower
division, w here students fa, e t ours, requirements in
Most t ()lieges The, t urru alum ( oncentrated on t
lain skills, sac h as w Wing and n'tir reasoning,
and also on t W1111111111( dtmg ( ertam
%aloes, sin h as the t orpus of Amen( au 01 British
literature or the span of Ames-it an or British histor

Beginning about 1960. and originating in Ulf' Ivy
League olleges, the traditional «urn alum teas dis-
plat ed by what has «ue to f' ( ailed the "general
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education writ :churl In the "general education
curriculum," a student has the right to choose within
broad rubrics whith kind of competence he or she
trrll c.'evelop in the nurse of the college years. In the
"general edut anon" sc hence, Instead of facing a r e-
11U I relnelit in American history or British Instory, a
student faces a genet al requirement in social set-
ences A student is expected to master the social
sciences by choosing perhaps to become an authority
on one part of Colonial American History. rather than
to address a broad survey course.

The "general education" scheme included such
developments as the grouping together of mathe-
matic s and science in many college curricula, with
the result that by about 1962 or 1963, students in
most American colleges did not face separate require-
ments in mathematics and science, but instead faced
requirements that combined the two disciplines; in
effect, students chose either competence in mathe-
matics or c ompetence to st ience at the lower division
in college

The major curriculum reforms Lonny( ted with the
educational upheaval that went along with Vietnam
began about 1967 of 1968, first on campuses with the
most visible kinds of rear lion, and especially on the
campuses where there was violence There was a
reaction against the sot ial se iences: separately stated
history requirements all but disappeared from
America's more selective colleges by the end of the
1960s There was a general mat tion against mathe-
matt( s and st term!, the c laim was that America had
bet ome a nation of technicians and that tee hint iaus
were running American foreign polo y. It w be-
lieved on many campuses that we had to back te v
from the kind of technical con( entration on madly-
Inatit s and or sciences that the general education
eurriculum involved

lienecally, at the same tune, there was also a reac-
tion against foreign language study I suspect that one
reason may he that we were fighting a A ar in a part of
the world where we had relatively little cultural
exit 1111(.(' t ( flecked in 1970 to see how possible it
eras for a studorut to complete a course in Vietnamese
in an American college or university by surveying the
entire t ataiogs of the colleges that were a( credited
at that time In a ye it when we had several hundred
thousand Amen( rots on the ground in Vietnam, I
found oily six colleges in the entire country whew

te could study Vietnamese and learn something
about the t ulture in an academic, sense By the end of
fie Sixties foreign language requqements had disap-
neared in about two- thirds of the colleges that had
them in 1960. The belief was that the study of foreign
languages was a drscipline that should e pursued
only by those win) wanted an elite type of edut anon

The Core Curriculum
The next development the one that's now in

progress has come to be called the core curricu-
lum, It originated in several places, and I would not
suggest that any one I allege or university fat nity

responsible for it, but it is best knue n bet duse of its
adoption at Harvard University, under the duet-hurl
of Henry Rosovskv, who is the dean of tin faculty of
Arts and Sciences at Harvard and w ho exerts all
uncommonly strong influence on those of us who are
concerned about sc hool and «illege reform at this
time Rosovsky believed that Harvard's general edu-
cation curriculum had been so substantially watered
down and diminished in acadernit rigor b% about
1978 or 1979 that the university had to readjust its
expectations and redefine w hat It expected under-
graduates to do if Harvard was to remain a major
national university

Consequently, a study t onnmeston of the ilarvard
faculty, with alumni and representat es of the uni-
versity's various trustee count ifs. went to work on the
question' What should students know uv the end of
the second year of study at Harvard? They recognized
that college admissions On Ors rarely t an deal with
entirely reliable credentials from high schools Tho.
looked at the facts that high school nurse descrip-
tions are various, that high st Imo! grading st heroes
differ, that not all 10_gh schools mean the same thing
by a course title, sus h. as t aleulus. that most of us take
to he fairly straightforward Han aid corn hided that

t mild no longer count on Amer( an high schools to
deliver a product of more of less undo: in at adernit
preparation for the begmning of tI e freshn an year of

! «Mew
Out of this dilemma came a t urrn ulum whit It

concentrates on specint and dist rote skills that t an
he measured in reliable w s 'Mr assumption is that
the first year of study rs, or ought to be. bast( ally
remedial, that by the end of the first to at of study, all
students should have Feat lied a level of «mmetent
that will allow them to advant 010 a t oroplex set end-

"... colleges have hurt schools and
schooling by c:emanding less of
entering students."

vear program that prepares students for a major pro-
gram I won't try to recite Hari aril's «ire st hems:
pre( e-ely, but I do w int to gi% e a gene al notion of
how the «ire t tirru ilium works, and tr.% to give a
sense of shape to this concept

In the first year of most «ire t art is Ida, students ,ire
:xpected to develop a %le's, high degree of «mine-

tent e in writing. All, or virtually all, students take a
required writing course that «mcentrates on the ha-
sic skills and on the development of inure ( umple
communicat:on skills requiring pretty serious think-
ing. revision. and editing There are similar coures
ut mathematit s, m foreign languages, and in the haste
methods of the social sciences

The framers of the t ore c urn( ulum make very t lear
that they t annot pretend to teat h all that we in the
Western world know, and that instead w hat they t an

3



teach in t lie first year of college are the basic method,
the ,riting, the computing. the reasoning in tin:

so: al sciences, the skills involved in foreign lan-
guages the methods that are clan ml to further
progress in college

The standards at institutions that have adopted the
core scheme a-. Tc!?li The expectations are dead
serious It's not simply that students must complete a
math course, instead, students must achieve a very
high level of competence in mathematics.

The second-year courses are applications of these
first-year methods In the second Year of most core
curricula, the courses include humanities, which
might be literature or music: sonic course that will
build on the methods mastered in writing and else-
where in the first year: a course in the natural sci-
ences Ono problem in establishing the sequence of
courses at the college level is that most high school
graduate:. have not mastered mathematic s to the de-
gree necessary for them to de college -love: themistrv,
physics, or biology in the freshman year Conse-
quently, the Harvarde heme places the science
courses in the second ".y-TIt.u% and says that Re
beginning the solely of the natural s..ienc . the
college level, students must pursue mathematics to a
level high enough to give them the skills necessary to
succeed in college-level sc ience courses, By the same
sort of reasoning, a course in foreign civilization,
emphec the economics and basic cultural expe-
rience, . red

Hai .equirvs a c MIrse on how to make and
form mor. choices One of the [laniard faculty's
concerns was the fairly high number of its graduates
represented in the Watergate scandal There was. I
think. at one time a reaction in which some of the
Harvard community believed-that Harvard was in
some way responsible for Watergate. I think the fac-
ulty has pretty much reconsidered that. and has
looked at the simple coincidence of the number of

°Harvard graduates in visible places in public life. The
faculty appears to have come to see it not so much as a
moral crisis, bat as an opportunity to exert some real
leadership in the world by teaching basic ethical or
moral systems to .second -year college Audents who
have previously mastered those four basic skills
described in the freshman level.

One other observation about the second -year se-
quence is that the sophomore courses put together
the skills mastered in the freshman year The mathe-
matics urse may well be directly applicable to the
requi t in a foreign culture if the ..nurse is to be
foreign ainomics. The courses in writim5 clearly
have impact on any second-year level course. and the
broad purpose v.' the lower division, as now defined.
is to give students a fairly high degree of skill and, at
the same time, advanced experience in more corn-

,plex problems as background to the required major
conceliption of the two final years of college

Rosovsky's formulation of the two final years is
that they should impart some cumulative knowledge
in depth. The expec Nihon is that any graduate of a

core curriculum ought to be a reasonably respectable
expert in some substantive area. The tie between this
kind of curriculum and the efforts to reform the high
set ool curriculum is in some ways quite direct.

John T Casteen III

A New Brand of Accountability
The public must demand of colleges that a kind 6f

accountability develop in a place where relatively
little has been required in recent years That ac «ill nt-
ability has to include measurably results Colleges
must demonstrate that the Luau ulum especially
in the lower dIVIS",11, which is the c tilting edge of the
curriculum etc I is an infl WAIL(' on students. stu-
dents must be different after graduation than they
were before, and that differern e must be measurable
in terms of basillucational competem v

Resovsky is fond of giving out two truisms to
describe the way curriculum ought to work One is
that "people don't know what they don't know,- To
me that makes a good bit of sense Students are not
able to predict what they do not kmn,, until they
know it, and then they know what they didn't know
before they knew it. The second observation that he
makes is that "people can t choose between c hon es
they don t understand That. too. makes perfectly
pod sense to rue. For t'xd mole, students who have
not mastered a fairly high level of mathematics
clearly c annot choose between z loam stn. end
physic s Students who have not learned to carte
effectively clearly cannot make good c hen es in the
humanities areas.

Each truism implies much about the nature of
schooling. and much about by we have fallen be-
hind In a nation where only one of seven high sc hoot
students pursues foreign language stud c, where ad
vanced placement English must compete for money
and students with "Fmoving the Cinema." "Respon-
sible TV Viewing ;' and "Forms and Contrasts" (all
three are course titles culled from transcripts that
were on my desk on Friday of la.ct week), no one
should ha surprised that test scores decline, that
colleges and employers complain that students are
deficient in reading, writing, and arithnic ta . or ;hat
in world trade and in ,pplied research we now lag
behind Germany, ;oar', and Russia, whit h do for 80

t onlinnril nn fink- fir
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Questions and Answers
In the discussion period that followed his presentation, Dean Casteen was asked by legislators to expand on a
number of points. Here ore some comments from that discussion.

QUESTION: Does higher education have a responsi-
bility in improving the quality of education in our
high schools.?

ANSWER: Many of us have grown increasingly con-
cerned about the quality of high school education.
And here I think the SREB report has said something
that had to be said: what goes on in high school is a
direct reflection of what goes on in college. College
admission standards and college graduation stan-
dards influence high school curriculum in a very
direct way.

For example, in California an analysis was made of
the relationship between the Univeristy of Caiifcr-
nia's published admissions requirements, the courses
required in high school, and the average course pro-
gram undertaken by students. That study reached the
same conclusion as the SREB task force. That is, each
time the University of California lowered its stan-
dards, spying that the reason was that California's
high schools weren't doing the job well enough, the
high school students began to take less. so that the
verage program undertaken in the high schools lags

about two years behind a declining trend in the
university. I use that example because California has
probably the strongest state university system in this
country; if that problem is as serious in the best that
we have at the college level in public education, I dill
appalled to think what it must be with the rest of us.
QUESTION: Why don't educators t he msel ves insure
that high standards of performance are enforced up
the entire academic ladder?

ANSWER' I think there are a lot of different reasons.
One is that in an era of rapidly expanding student
populations, those of us who teach in the major
universities can become extremely comfortable An
expanding student population pretty much guaran-
tees that wt-, can put our time into upper-division and
graduate teaching as well as research, and that we can
do so with the blessing of the entire establishment

In a time of contraction, which is in fact now the
case on some campuses, economic forces begin to
come to bear on us. Frankly, we are going through a
period of self-scrutiny and a fair amount of internal
strife. My belief, that external forces that is, exter-
nal to the education establishment have to come to
gear on this question, grows in part out of frustration
that my colleagues do not, in fact, want to go back to
teaching freshmen and sophomores.

A world in which instructors and graduate instruc-
tors do the bulk of the teaching at the lower division
is a happy world for most academics at my level and
above. However, that presents a problem you have

relatively little control over what goes on in a gradu-
ate student's classroom. He or she may be a superb
teacher; many of them are On the other hand, there is
little continuity; you don't have the year-in, year-out
interaction that goes toward building for stronger
programs. And, you have very little accountability,
because the simple solution to a had graduate student
is to wait until he or she graduates. So, what you've
done is place that person in someone else's classroom
and the process of teaching that one would hope '-
would grow in the graduate teaching area really
hasn't occurred.

QUESTION: Efforts to improve quality seem to be
occurring primarily at institutions which are already
thought to be some of the best. Will these efforts
extend throughout higher education or end with the
best getting better'?

ANSWER: I think what's happening right now in
most of our institutions is that we are jagging in place
to see which way the traffic is going to go. The
reforms at the University of North Carolina at Chapel

are crucially important Because Chapel Hill is
an academically strong statew ide institution that
draw s students from across state lines, it can have an
impact on education in thi 'south by developing a
curriculum that is an appropriate public model of the
kind of reform at Harvard

It's important to bear in mina that faculty members
at most less prestigious institutions are very nervous,
The last 10 years have been good years, especially in
terms of our ability to attract students from outside
the region and boost our enrollments and revenues.
There is a big influx of students. even tooay, into
Southern colleges and universities and, in fact, we
are the onlytregion in the country showing total
enrollment growth in public or pi iv ate schools. The
problem is that, as we all know, the bubble is about to
burst

Aoademic accountabilitx in public colleges has
often been different from what it has been in the very
best private tot leges.lik and large. the public has not
demanded that publWdutation be really good We
have passively accepted the notion that the presence
of a Duke or an Emory, or a Tulane within a given
region of the country excused public, higher educa-
tion from being really excellent Now in recent years,
counter models in the public sector have developed
in the South. such as at Chapel Hill, Austin, and
Charlottesville all superb national universities
that operate out of a public base

I suspect strongly that excellence will move in-
creasingly into public schools No one questions that



Chapel Hill and other institutions currently doing a
very serious curriculum review sin h as the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, will not onli survive, but will
thrive, because they are the best in the region. Not-
withstanding that we know that, most college facul-
ties are simply very. very nervous about looking at
reform.

QUESTION: Isn't it true that serious questions are
being raised these days about the actual validity of
the SAT scores?

ANSWER: It might be useful to have a little bit more
of a practitioner's view of that whole controversy. The
SAT is basically three things.

The verbal score is a measore of reading speed,
accuracy, and comprehension as measured by giving
students passages to read and then asking them what
the passages said within a tightly controlled time
period Reading speed is a perfectly measurable and
finite thing. We have been doing it for years, so
measuring the reading speed is itself a perfectl!, valiu
thing to do.

There are measures of verbal reasoning that are
designed to see how accurately students can separate
themselves from the argument advanced by a writer
and determine on their own whether the argument
tle, or valid, or whatever else may he there.

Then there's a measure of mat hematics,revealed in
the math score; that score is a measure of speed and
accuracy in calculation and ability to spot mistakes
The level of math command required for the SAT is
algebra 1, plus the basic concepts of gc,-ometi y there
is no advanced mathematics in it

Now, a couple of observations about the contro-
versy over these tests First, there was no controversy
until 1976, when the College Board revealed that test
scores had been declining since 1967 Second, there
are ample studies based on all kinds of evidence to
show that, in fact, students do read and write and do
arithmetic less efficiently now than they did in the
mid-Sixties. when a lot of money from the National
Science Foundation and other agencies went into
public education.

Third. it is often argued that "non-mainstream,"
whidi is to say non-white, middle-class students, do
less well on these tests and, therefore, that those
students are discriminated against by the nature crf
the test. Well, in fact, Nero is a difference in scores,
but I think it has much to do with the academic
programs actually completed by the high school stu-
dents from "non mainstream" backgrounds.

For example. the State Council of Higher Educa-
tion foi Virginia has commissioned two studies that
deal with the disparity in the eighth or ninth grade
between what typical black and white youngsters
study in high school. That diflereiice, I suspect, says
a lot about the difference in he test scores Popula-
tions of different races that have taken identical

.1111WI. 1/,

course programs show very little diffelem ti in the
test score results, if the level of success in the c (ases
is comparable

Fourth, the attack on the test scores originated with
the rational Education Association, whit h has al-
leged that test scores are used punitively against
teachers, end with Ralph Nader, who has contended
that the tests are used to keep students out of pro-
grams. Historically, it is easy to demonstrate that, in
fact, test scores have had a lot mole impa( t on getting
students into programs than shutting them out, be-
fore tests were developed, the average graduate of
typical public high school, in the South especially,
had virtually no chance of attending i Ham ard, or a
Yale, or a Williams

More recently, file test score provided a c ompara-
ble measum of reading. writing, and arithmetic that
could be used. Most of the complaints about tests
have not come from minority communities In fact.
minority educators starting with Steve Wright,
who was President of Fisk and the United Negro
College Fund. and wort right down the list
have generally agreed .1 reading, writing. and
arithmetic ought to be measurable skills li you Mea-
sure them, then you should be able to u-,e the mea-
surement in order to evaluate, first of ,d1, bait dell
you've done in high school with any student. and
second, what kind of sin «!ss you can l'redu t for
college.

Finally. many admissions off): es use cyluit are
called 'regression equations- to tAdltidte the worth
of any given admission crtdential For example.
do a study of high school ( lass rank We don t use
grade -pooh average because schools have an int mite
number of v. ays of indicating it We use the a( ademic
( (intent in the transcript, we count the number of
c allege prep courses in the nimor and senior years,
and see what that tells us And, we use the test scores.

As grading standards softened, perhaps grew more
subjective, and as it became the case that virtually
any decent looking and reasonably diligent student
could wind up in the top 10 or 15 percent of the class,
an odd thing happened. in the regression equation
test scores suddenly developed more value That is.
they had a higher predictive validity than did the
equation run on high school rank Ironically, at the
time when the credibility of test scores was being
attacked. they gained in validity on the bas s of cold
statistical history We saw this trend in our popula-
tion, which is 55,000 test scores a year that eventu-
ally filter down to 2.500 freshmen a year.

My guess is that the problem with college entrance
tests is that they are a fairly universal measure of
some things that people don't like to face, such as the
fact that kids don't read as q sickly as they ought to A
better response to this problem migh. be to say, "OK
we've got a problem, now let's start lookin,,4 at how we
can deal with it"
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The Need for Quality
Here are ex( erpts from "The Need for Quality,- 'he
report of the SREB Task Force on Higher Education
and the Sc hook

The region's immediate challenge is h implement
minimum standards across the board. in each state.
he they for high school graduation or for employment
of tea( tiers More important. the region should seek
to achieve during the Eighties substantial improve-
ment of academic: standards above these minimum
expectations

-An essential issue linking high schools and col-
leges is the necessity to redefine the content and raise
the swidards of the «illege preparatory curriculum

The general meoccupation with minimums or
floors of competent y baracterizes c olieges as well as
the high s( hook

'Slat kened admission standards by colleges that
no longer require a foreign language, a rigorous ma`o-
ematu s-science sequem e, or evidence of what the
applicant's ( !ass standing is, send no signals to high
s«nil students that at ademics are important

In th- long term, the need for remedial ediu anon
at the collegiate level should he redut ed substan-
tiall li mea-aires at elementary and set °titlark'
les ek to -Imdtme student performance

In the short term, greater mph& is on sc holastu
standards In colleges may redo, diffic nines for mar-
ginal students Thus, a general affirmatual iu
higher quality demands that greater attention he
go, on to elle( to,P means of pros iding remedial
edul anon

"To improve quality in the ( arm unlin the follow-
ing ref nimendatums are provided

t The state hoards of ethic anon and higher cilia a-
lum in eat h state should establish a joint committee
to onstder ( one erted ac non to establish and raise
standards for the high sc hood I urn( ilium and for the
general edu( ation component of higher iglu( anon

t The state boards of education should esanum,
the offerings of high sc hoots for the purpose of
strengthening the maw field relm' ements, prevent-
ing the acceptant e of peripheral I nurses to ccint for
major subjet t requirements and re( ommending re-
peal of legislatively mandated nurses outside the
minor subjec is

t The higher win( anon hoard in ea( h state should
seek simultaneous at tun' by the colleges and line, er-
sines to raise admission standards The private
leges should be ,avited and encouraged to partn i pate
in this general movs,

t The state boards of edit anon anti higher cilia a-
non in each state should appoint a joint committee to
exaro ne remedial edu( ation provided within their
itate, for the purpose of determining the most elle(
live settings and models to serve the needs of insuffi-
ciently prepared high sc hood graduates

lofritmued from page 3)

percent of their high school students what we do for
only 40 percent of ours.

A third truism. my own, may he useful to persons
concerned about declining SAT scores: "People don't
test well on what they don't know." One might add
this corollary: "People don't do well what they do not
know how to do." Or even this axiom "People don't
know what they have not learned." Furthermore, by
and large, "people don't know things they haven't
been taught" which is to say that faculties who
choose not to teach the basic courses to a fairly high
level of complexity are guaranteeing that their stu-
dents will not be able to make good choices, Defend-
ing the core curriculum against the charge that it was
merely another effort to return to the "basics." Har-
vard sociologist Christopher Jencks made the obser-
vation that what American schooling lacks is not the
basics, but the complexities that make for mature
learning, mature citizenship, or adult success. I think
that complexity is coming bac k into our schools,
complexity of a new and special kind that will pre-
pare our students better than anything that we hate
seen before

Project EQuality
In addition to the SRE13 call for improved academic

standards, a second program of school reform has
been ad van( ed in 1981 Project EQuality. with hot'l
the *E" and "Q' capitalized, Is a national effort
sponsored by the College Board with financial sup-
port from the Ford Foundation and the Minnie
Stevens Piper Foundation.

In this project. the College Board is 11.1 mg to rede-
foie the co;e academic compete( les or skills that
of ghr to be taught in high school, and then to con-
struct on these skills an academic c urriculum for
public or private s( funds that represents fan lv what
Ounents ought to know before entering college

The College Board, as did the SREB Task Force,
ref ognized that many causes for de( lining academic
quality he outsidg the sc pur%iew the rising
divorce rate and related rise in the numbet of chil-
dren growing up in single-parent households: M-
c reased exposure to teievis ion. the loss of national
pogrom- following Vietnam and Watergate 130th
groups also agreed that these problems did not ex-
( use school and college educators and political
leaders from making c hanges that are ( leariv within
their purview, The College Board panel pointed to
the proliferation of elective courses in competition
with «are acadelin«,ourses, the growth of non-
academic titer:Datives within the ( unit Ilium (driver
education, via ational miut anon, family life educa-
tion, ( onsumer education, and the like) a general
lack of coherence in the c urru ilium. and students'
failure (perhaps inability) to pursue the most ad-
vanced or (igorous coo, ses in the final year or two of
high school,

Project EQualit t ails for rigorous programs to
insure that studerns ac 'quire c ourpetem res or skills in
six major areas' fearlitig, writing, speaking and listen-



ing, mathematics, reasoning, and studying In each
area the project describes specific skills that students
ought to master by the tenth grade if they intend to go
on to college. (Here I should interpose a bias of my
own that differs from the College Board's position. I
think that these competencies ought to belong to all
high school sophomores or juniors whether or not

4 6 what American scho ling lacks
is not the basics, but the
complexities ... ."

they are college-bound; to deprive the non-college-
bound student of them seems to me is to deprive him
or her of the tools necessary for success in the mod-
ern world )

i want to discuss two of these competencies in
detail as a way to show the scope of this effort I Tnder
"studying,- there is this statement:

Studying Competencies
This set of abilities is different in kind from those whir h

precede it 'Met are set forth hero be( ause they constitute
the ke% abilities in learning how to learn Su« essful stud%
skills are necessart for acquiring the other five competen-
( les as well as far a( hie% ing the desired outcomes Stu-
dents are unlikeli, to be effu lent in dfIV part of then work
without them

One farther different e must be expressed At tivities
related to a«011'ng the basic minpeten( les H fail unless
students bear in mind the role of their attitude in the
learning poi( ess That attitude should en( ompass a sense
of personal responsibility for one's own progress, a desire
to make full use of the teat her as a resoun e, and a willing-
ness to undo( t 'hems++. es in ways that make learning
possible for their c lassmates as well as themsel% es

t The ahilit% to set study goals and priorities ( on,istent
with stated «muse ()hie( by PS and one's own pr' gee's.
to f'StilhilSh surroundings and habits multi( ire to
learning independentl% or with others, and to tollolv a
schedule that d( «nints for both short- and longterin
prow( Is

t The ability to ha ate and rise resoun external to
the ( lassroom Ifor example braries, ( omputers.
interviews, and dire( t observation), and to incor-
porate knowledge from h sources into the learning
pro( t'SS

t The ability to develop and use general and special
vocabularies, and to use them for reading. writing
speaking. listening, «imio . and studying

t The aridity to prepare for _(s types of examina-
tions and to devise strategy oar ing, attempting or
omitting questions. thinking, riling, and editing ar -

cording to the type of examination, to satisfy other
assessments of learning in meeting course objectives,
such as laboratory performaruP, ( lass partic !nation
simulation, and products of students' evaluation

t The ability to a« opt «mstruttne (situ ist and learn
from it

And under mathematics, this statement appears

Mathematical Competencies
t The ability to perform, with reasonable (i« mac %. the

computations of addition, subtra( bon, noiltiplu anon,
and division using natural numbers, fray toms, de( 1-
mats, and integers.

t The ability to make and use measurements in both
traditional and metric units

t The ability to use effectively the mathematic s (it
- integers, fractions, and decimals

ratios, proportions. and per, (-91tages
- roots and powers
- algebra
- geornetr)

t The ability to make estimates and appicAimations
and to judge the reasonableness of a result

t } I...e dainty to formulate and soli e a ()ridden) In matte,-
matt( al terms

t The ability to set« t and use approoliate approa( ltrs
and tools in solving problems (mental «imputation.
trial and error, paper-and-pen( 11 tet longues ( lila-
tor, and computer)

t The ability to use elementar% «m( opts of probabilit%
and statisti( s

I do not believe that we now tea( h ( ompetem s or
skills on this order to our average tenth or elm 'ntli
grader, yet I believe that we must The average I igh
school graduate today drops out of m fence and math
after about two years. In our part of the ( ountrv, the
average high school program in mathematics is actu-
ally slightly less than two years. anti the average
graduate has not mastered algebra Every maim study
of re« nt academe progress slums that students now
attempt less in school than they asd to or than they
should. The. SREB Task Fore implies this judgment
when it asserts that colleges have butt m hools and
schooling by demanding less of entering students

Studies carried out by Michael blest, d former
president of the California Stew Board of Education
and a Stanford professor, reinforce this judgment
Kirst shows that reductions in the University of
California's entrance requirements have led to redo( -
lions in the average «mrse program completed by
California's high school students

I have worked this summer and fa!l with teachers
in Virginia, Texas. Pennsylvania, and recently ur
Alahaina on the feasibility of using the Project EQual-

y formulations as has for school programs.
The reaction is remarkably positive: not because

faculty members believe this is something revolu-
tionary. but because they find in this type of formula-
tion a careful listing of what students aught to be able
to do a listing made up in terms that teachers can
themselves et altiate. It is not a program that calls for
the development of a new national testing st lime. in
fact, it's not tied to a testing scheme at all Instead, it's
a way of des( iibing in perfectly pragmatic layman's
terms what people ought to be able to do at the end of
high school

Project EQualitv is now working on the elaboration



H

of the basic acadenn« urn( ulum that is built On
these competent les hi ts. it resembles
the best that our si hoots now offer. It differs in that it
intends to enroll not the 15 or so percent of students
who now complete genuinely I igorous high school
programs the statistic is MN own). but toughly the 60
or 65 percent t. ho go on to college. and hence ought
to master complex subjects in high school.

Mail): of the proposed ( ourse descriptions or a( a-
demi( area descriptions resemble the athauced
placement programs that now exist in most Southern
states Others, sin h as the purposed courses in visual
and performing arts. maN resemble courses offered in
Some s( hoots. but differ in that Project EQuality is
proposing that virtuallt all schools address them as
serious academic topics

In mathemant s. the prole( t will probably o m -

mend tw o levels of competency. one develop from
the combination of algebra I-geometry-algebra II-
trigonometrN that rrlitny of us completed as college
preparation The other ads arced model provides fur
students to go through pre-( alculus or an introduc-
tory c al( ulus course at tae end of high school, and is
designed for saident:, who w ill go either to more
selective c ()Hews, or to engineering or technical
schools When one considers the importance of

S is .1 world that runs Oh computer time

aid the anomal that our cii'vrage high s( haul gradu-
ate now ( umplrtes slightly less than two years of nigh
school ma... thematics. the need foi this kind of mathe-
matics program grow s painfully clear

Improved. 'rote rigorous high mho( f c urricula
oh'. musty h. e a bearing on c allege admissions and
curricula V,,, all know that the number of students
a callable to go on to college is shrinking We all know
we have come through a period of about 15 years in
which some colleges overbuilt, and in which the
necessity to maintain the normal health of the college
plant required an eer-inc reasmg student flow Ob-
viously. we are entering a phase in which not all
institutions will be able to maintain this kind of flow.

We're also entering a period In Vs. hich most college
faculties are not willing to define their terms with
students There is a kind of reluctance in college
lac ulties to teat it lower division ( muses: or if they
are taught..to address them as serum, parts of the
ac,alemi«.urrictilion At the same time colleges
-enroll large numbers of students who are clearly not
qualified to do the work that is required for a degree
yet place token priority on remedial work This atti-
tude is one that c !early ( annot survive if c alleges
are to exert the kind of rnfluem e on schools that the
SREB report on iipalitv :ails for and common sense
demands

Newspaper alai perrodrial editors are rm. itch to ust- tht material here in w huh. or 1- part 1\ herr SRI.13 material provide a
Sdrapit` t opt Of Ito' 1SS LW in whir hit appears to the Board addressed to the err do( attenhon
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